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ABSTRACT: Using molecular dynamics simulations, we modeled solvation and diﬀusion
in aqueous solutions of organophosphorous compounds, including nerve G-agents sarin
and soman (methylphosphonoﬂuoridates) and their common simulants DMMP
(dimethyl methylphosphonate) and DIFP (diisopropyl ﬂuorophosphate). The aqueous
solutions of the organophosphorous compounds were found to display complex molecular
scale structures and dynamic properties due to competing interactions between strongly
hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups. The mixing of agents with water was proved
to be exothermic with negative excess mixing volume, indicating a strongly hydrophilic
solvation. This eﬀect was conﬁrmed in a specially performed experiment. We discuss to
what extent DMMP and DIFP are suitable simulants for G-agents in experimental studies,
as far as their interactions with water are concerned. We also focus on the relevance of the
structural features and mobilities of agents in water to their interactions with permselective polyelectrolyte membranes that may be
employed as protective barriers against chemical warfare agents.

I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing concern regarding the risk of terrorist attacks
involving chemical warfare agents (CWAs),13 such as G-agents
sarin and soman (Figure 1a,c), has intensiﬁed the studies of
organophosphorous compounds. In particular, understanding of
the speciﬁcs of thermodynamic and transport behavior of these
compounds in aqueous environments is crucial. Molecular
dynamics (MD) modeling of agentwater mixtures is the subject
of the current paper.
Because of the extreme toxicity of CWAs, most experimental
studies of reactivity, sorption, and transport are performed with
their less toxic simulants. Thus, it is important to understand to
what extent a simulant mimics the agent properties and to
evaluate which simulant would be best suited for a particular
situation. DMMP (dimethyl methylphosphonate, Figure 1b) and
DIFP (diisopropyl ﬂuorophosphate, Figure 1d) are two simple
compounds that are used as simulants to mimic the reactivity and
transport of sarin and soman. The molecular size and chemical
structure of the simulants resemble the size and chemistry of the
corresponding nerve agents. Though similar to real G-agents,
they do not include the “core” methylﬂourophosphonate group,
which is simulated by methylphosphonate and ﬂuorophosphate
groups in DMMP and DIFP, respectively. That is, either ﬂuorine
or methyl bonded to the phosphorus atom of the G-agent is
replaced by an alkoxy group in the simulant. DMMP is a
compound of low toxicity with a wide range of industrial applications, while DIFP is a potent neurotoxin, although much
weaker than G-agents. It is worth noting that sarin and soman
contain chiral phosphorus atoms, and soman also has a chiral
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carbon, while both DMMP and DIFP are symmetric molecules
with no stereoisomers possible.
Unlike alkylphosphates that are found in biological macromolecules, alkylphosphonates and ﬂuorophosphates and their
aqueous solutions received relatively little attention from both
experimentalists and theoreticians. Thermodynamic and dielectric properties of lower alkylphosphonates including DMMP
were studied back in 1950s.47 The dielectric constants obtained
allowed the authors to speculate on preferential conformations of
lower alkylphosphonates: in particular, “extended” and “folded”
geometries were described.4,6 In 1985 the ﬁrst ab initio study of
O-methyl methylphosphonoﬂuoridate, a smaller homologue of
sarin, was published by Ewig and van Wazer.8 Suenram et al9,10
thoroughly studied the conformations of DMMP and sarin
molecules in vacuum using Fourier-transform microwave spectroscopy and ab initio HartreeFock (HF) and MøllerPlesset
(MP) calculations. Ault et al.11 studied DMMP interactions with
water from infrared (IR) spectra obtained both experimentally
and using ab initio minimizations. The authors estimated the
energy of hydrogen bond formation between water and DMMP
molecules and examined the inﬂuence of the hydrogen bond
formed to the stretching frequencies of PdO and O —H bonds.
Recently Bermudez published a series of ab initio studies of
absorption of DMMP and sarin on various surfaces.1214 In ref
13, diﬀerent levels of theory were tested on reproducing IR
spectra of pure DMMP and sarin, showing that the DFT/B3LYP
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Figure 1. Molecules considered in this paper. (a) sarin (GB,
O-isopropyl methylphosphonoﬂuoridate, an organophosphorous CWA)
(b) dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP, simulant for G-agents) (c)
soman, (GD, O-pinacolyl methylphosphonoﬂuoridate, an organophosphorous CWA), (d) diisopropylﬂuorophosphate (DIFP, a simulant for
G-agents) (e) O-methyl methylphosphonoﬂuoridate (f) dimethylﬂuorophosphate (hereinafter DMFP). The last two compounds were used
for ﬁtting the components of the forceﬁeld.

level of theory is suitable for such calculations. The same level of
theory is used in our calculations. Early simulations of bulk
alkylphosphonates published in the literature1519 employed
generic forceﬁelds. Vishnyakov and Neimark20 developed a
molecular model speciﬁc to DMMP that reproduced reasonably
the conformations and experimental properties of DMMP and its
aqueous solutions. This model was later employed in studies of
DMMP diﬀusion in Naﬁon.21 Sokkalingam, Kamath, Coscione,
and Potoﬀ22 extended the original transferable potential for
phase equilibria (TraPPE) forceﬁeld to alkylphosphonates and
modeled the bulk vaporliquid equilibrium (VLE) for pure
sarin, soman, and DMMP. The authors22 achieved a very good
agreement between the experimental and Monte Carlo phase
diagrams of the pure liquids, but they did not model the aqueous
solutions of the CWA and simulants. The forceﬁeld from ref 22 is
further on referred to as SKCP and the DMMP model from ref
20 is referred to as VN.
The work presented here was motivated by the intent to study
the mechanisms of G-agent and simulant transport through
hydrated permselective polyelectrolyte membranes, which are
being explored as protective barrier materials.23 Our work had
three main purposes: (1) explore the interactions of G-agents
and their simulants with water; (2) reveal the relation between
the speciﬁcs of solvation of G-agents and simulants and their selfdiﬀusion in aqueous solutions; (3) from comparison between the
G-agents and simulants, understand how well simulants
(DMMP, DIFP) mimic actual agents in diﬀerent aspects that
may be relevant to their transport in hydrated polyelectrolyte
membranes.
In section II, we extend the SKCP forceﬁeld for G-agents and
DMMP to ﬂuorophosphates, of which DIFP and dimethylﬂuorophosphate (DMFP) are typical examples. To remedy a lack of
experimental data on aqueous solutions of agents required for
validation of the forceﬁelds, we performed the measurements of
densities and excess mixing volumes of aqueous solutions of
DMMP presented in section III. Section IV is devoted to the
description of molecular dynamics simulations. In section V, we
discuss thermodynamic properties of G-agents and simulants in
aqueous solutions and compare the simulation results with the
experimental data. In section VI, we discuss the self-diﬀusion of
agents and water and relate the transport properties to the
molecular structure of agent solutions. A summary of the results
is given in section VII.
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II. DERIVATION OF THE MOLECULAR FORCEFIELD FOR
FLUOROPHOSPHATES
We employed the SKCP forceﬁeld22 in simulations of
G-agents and DMMP. We also performed a few simulations of
DMMP solutions with the VN model,20 which gave results
comparable with the SKCP model. Because ﬂuorophosphates
(such as DIFP and DMFP) were not considered in these
works,20,22 we developed a united-atom forceﬁeld for this group
of compounds by ﬁtting the forceﬁeld terms for ﬂuorophosphate
groups, which are not present in sarin and DMMP, to the
conformations that were DFT-optimized with cc-pvdz basis
set24 and B3LYP25,26 exchange correlation functional. The forceﬁeld terms are presented in Table 1; atomic partial charges are
given in Table 2. We also determined the stiﬀness of covalent
bonds to make the models applicable to unconstrained simulations (in refs 20 and 22 all bond lengths were kept constant).
PQS ab initio package27 was employed for minimization. To
simplify the parameter ﬁtting for bonds, angles, and dihedrals,
we performed optimization on O-isopropyl methylphosphonoﬂuoridate and DMFP, instead of sarin and DIFP (Figure 1),
where possible. First, we found the optimal conformations of
the compounds. Then bond stiﬀness was determined by
scanning the energy dependence on the bonds lengths. The
covalent angles were ﬁtted by perturbing the angles around
the phosphorus atom by less than 7°, with the basic conformations kept intact, in order to avoid a signiﬁcant contribution from the torsion angles. Then the equilibrium angle
θ0 and bending stiﬀness Kθ parameters were ﬁtted to the ab
initio energies.
The only dihedral term speciﬁc to DMFP and DIFP describes
the rotation of the alkyl end groups around single PO bonds.
Following the SKCP approach22 that used a single dihedral angle
to describe the rotation of each alkyl end group, we chose the
FPOC dihedral angle for this purpose (OdP—O—C
and O—P—O—C torsion energies were set to zero). The
F—P—O—C parameters were determined by a standard procedure: we rotated the methyl group of the DMFP molecule around
the PO single bond and minimized the structure with the torsion
angle ﬁxed at diﬀerent positions. For all other terms were by that
point already determined, the F—P—O—C torsion parameters
were ﬁt to this ab initio energy proﬁle (Figure 2).
Our forceﬁeld for ﬂuorophosphates accurately reproduces the
conformations of DMFP and reasonably reproduces the conformations of DIFP. The level of agreement between the
empirical forceﬁeld and ab initio calculations is similar to that
in ref 22. Both compounds have several conformations with very
close energies. The comparison between ab initio and classical
energies for the main conformations is shown in Figure 3. The
deviation of the classical energy of the fourth DIFP conformation
from ab initio value is mainly due to high Coulomb interactions,
relative to the three other.
As an additional test of our forceﬁeld, we performed the
molecular mechanics calculations for interactions of DIFP
with one water molecule. Calculations were provided using
the Gromacs molecular dynamics package.28 DIFP oxygen
tends to form a hydrogen bond with the water hydrogen
(conﬁguration from our calculations is given in Figure 4a).
The O 3 3 3 H distance is 1.69 Å and the bonding energy is 9.7
kcal/mol. These parameters for waterwater interactions
are 1.72 Å and 7.6 kcal/mol, respectively; and for DMMP
water (using the SKCP forceﬁeld from ref 22) are 1.60 Å and
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Table 1. Parameters of the Potential Models of DIFPa
parameters
potential
stretching

bending

torsional

model
OdP

l0 (Å)
1.48

Kb (kJ mol1 Å2)
3051.33

FP

1.630

1350.99

OP

1.614

1445.80

CO46

1.473

1720

CC46
OdPF

1.520
θ0 (deg)
113.00

944
Kθ (kJ mol1 rad2)
273.61

OdPO

117.44

287.73

FPO

101.72

300.76

OPO22

103.22

259.69

COP22
CCO22

120.66
107.40

334.83
259.69

CCC22
FPOC

113.99
ai (kJ mol1)

259.69

Eb(l) = Kb(l  l0)2

Eθ(l) = Kθ(θ  θ0)

2

E=

Σ5i=0ai

cos j
i

a0 = 50.131
a1 = 7.103
a2 = 2.628
a3 = 13.729
a4 = 4.339
a5 = 5.520
torsional

E = c0
þ c1[1 þ cos(j þ f)]

CCOP22

þ c2[1 þ cos(2(j þ f))]
þ c3[1 þ cos(3(j þ f))]

ci (kJ mol1)
c0 = 8.653
c1 = 6.257
c2 = 3.590
c3 = 1.886
f = 1.88

a

The 14 nonbonded atom interactions (that is Lennard-Jones and Coulomb between the atoms separated by three covalent bonds) scaled by the
factor of 0.5, generally applied in TraPPE forceﬁeld. Lennard-Jones parameters for interaction between unlike bodies calculated using the standard
LorentzBerthelot mixing rules.22 Atomic partial charges for the molecules considered in this paper are presented in Table 2. Additional details on ﬁtting
of the forceﬁeld terms presented in Table 1 are given in Supporting Information.

11.5 kcal/mol. Conﬁguration of the hydrogen-bonded DIFP
water cluster is given in Figure 4b. While both our forceﬁeld and
SKCP forceﬁeld predict energy values which deviate from the
complexation energies obtained using ab initio calculations at
the level of theory used above (DIFPwater 4.6 kcal/mol, and
DMMPwater 5.9 kcal/mol), they demonstrate the correct trend
for hydrogen bond formation, while comparing DIFP against
DMMP, and predict the cluster geometries consistent with the
ones obtained from ab initio calculations.
Adding the second water molecule to the DIFPwater pair leads
most likely to the formation of waterwater hydrogen bonding,
while the second water molecule is not be bonded to DIFP
(Figure 4c). The same cluster was predicted with using ab initio
calculations. As in the case of one water molecule, molecular mechanic calculations give shorter bond length bonding: bond length
between DIFP and water is 1.62 Å (ab initio value is 1.85 Å) and
between two water molecules is 1.68 Å (ab initio value is 1.93 Å).

data on thermodynamic properties of their aqueous solutions. In
order to enable a quantitative comparison with reliable experimental
data, we measured the concentration dependence of the density of the
DMMP aqueous solution and calculated the excess mixing volume.
DMMP liquid of 99.5% purity was obtained from Pfaltz&Bauer and
used without further puriﬁcation. The densities of DMMP liquid at
25 °C reported in materials safety data sheets of diﬀerent producers
range from F = 1.145 to 1.161 g/cm3. The measured density F =
1.1592 g/cm3 was close to the upper limit of this range. Starting from
pure water, we made a number of reference solution samples of
approximately 20 cm3 each, measuring the amount by volume, and
determined the densities (shown in Figure 5) with the oscillatory
speciﬁc gravity meter DMA 35N from Anton Paar. The excess mixing
volume at the DMMP molar fraction xP was calculated as

III. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF THE EXCESS
MIXING VOLUME IN DMMPWATER SOLUTIONS
Validation of the molecular models of organophosphorous compounds under consideration is hindered by a scarcity of experimental

where MP and FP are the molar mass and density of pure agent,
and subscript “W” denotes the same properties of water. The
dependence of ΔV~ mix on the composition is given in Figure 6a.
The experimental error is 0.0010 g/cm3.

ΔV~ mix ¼ ½MP xP þ MW ð1  xP Þ=FðxP Þ
 MP xP =FP  MW ð1  xP Þ=FW
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Table 2. Partial Charges and Lennard-Jones Interaction
Parameters for the Molecules Considered in This Papera
partial atomic charges, q (e)

LJ parameters

short
atom
P

sarin DMMP soman DIFP sarinb DMFP ε (K)
1.20

86.0

4.00

O (dP)
F

0.68 0.66 0.67 0.72 0.76 0.6
0.36
0.33 0.36 0.34 0.26

79.0
26.7

3.05
2.95

O

0.59 0. 41 0.52 0.67 0.45 0.4

55.0

2.80

CH3

0.11

98.0

3.75

CH

1.35

1.16

CH3 (C)

1.56

0.21 0.1 0.1

0.61

CH3 (P) 0.11 0.1
C

1.26

0.31

1.46

σ (Å)

0.23 0.23

10.0

4.33

98.0

3.75

0.71

0.5

6.40

0.20

98.0

3.75

0.06

0.63
0.14

a

Charges were obtained using CHELPG orbital population analysis of
the results of restricted HartreeFock optimization with cc-pvdz basis
set. Lennard-Jones parameters were adopted from ref 22. b O-Methyl
methylphosphonoﬂuoridate.

Figure 3. Comparison between the energies (in kJ/mol) of energyoptimized conformers of DMFP and DIFP predicted by B3LYP DFT
with cc-pvdz basis and by empirical forceﬁeld (in brackets). The optimal
conformation of each molecule assumed as zero.

Figure 2. The energy of DMFP molecule as a function of FPOC torsion
angle: solid curve, ab initio calculations; dashed curve, forceﬁeld.

The experimental density exceeds the density of the corresponding ideal mixture throughout the entire concentration
range, indicating a strongly hydrophilic solvation. The DMMP
mixing volume has a smooth minimum at 40% mol DMMP (80
wt %). The excess mixing volume reaches 0.775 mL/mol,
which is close to that of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (refs 29 and
30, data taken from ref 31), which is a hydrophilic organic liquid
that has a double-bonded oxygen in the hydrophilic group and
two methyl groups, similar to DMMP. The thermodynamic
properties of DMSO solutions show an exception at 25 mol %
DMSO: for example, the freezing temperature has a sharp
minimum at this concentration. This leads to suggestions that
stable 1:3 DMSO/water complexes32 are formed in DMSO
aqueous solutions. In contrast, the smooth minimum of ΔV~ mix
at 40 mol % for DMMP does not suggest any semistable
complexes in our system. The collected experimental data on
DMMP solutions is used for comparison with the calculation
results in section V.

Figure 4. Small simulantwater clusters obtained by molecular mechanics calculations: (a) DIFPwater; (b) DMMPwater (SKCP
forceﬁeld22); (c) DIFP with two water molecules, forming one hydrogen
bond with the DIFP. Hydrogen atoms are not represented in the
simulants molecules, since united-atom models are used.

IV. MOLECULAR DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS
The MD simulations were carried out using the MDynaMix
5.0 program33 at constant temperature of T = 296.2 K and
pressure of p = 1 atm (that is, in NPT ensemble). Water was
modeled by a rigid three-center SCP/E model of Berendsen
et al.34 Initially, the molecules were placed in a 3D periodic cubic
simulation cell at a low density of F = 0.05 g/cm3 and gradually
compressed in a series of NVT and/or NPT MD runs to a liquidlike density of F = 1.0 g/cm3. The number of molecules in each
system was chosen so that the box size of approximately 40 Å
would be obtained. One may assume that the limited system size
may inﬂuence the diﬀusion coeﬃcients, which may be somewhat
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Figure 5. Experimental densities of DMMPwater solutions compared with those from ideal approximation. The vertical dashed line
indicates the location of the minimum value of the excess mixing volume.

larger in an inﬁnite system. We tried to keep the system size
constant in order to make correct comparisons. Conformations
and orientations in the initial conﬁguration were chosen
randomly. The compression stage was followed by 300800
ps NPT equilibration runs, after which statistics were collected
over 4001600 ps averaging run for each system. The equations of motion were solved using the Verlet35 leapfrog algorithm using the double time step integration scheme of
Tuckerman.36 A time step of 0.1 fs was applied to fast-ﬂuctuating bond stretching and angle bending forceﬁeld terms. ”Long”
timesteps applied to all other interactions were varied with the
system from 0.3 to 2.0 fs, in order to ensure a proper convergence
of the integration algorithm. Temperature and pressure were
maintained using the Nose-Hoover37,38 thermostat. The thermostat
relaxation time was set to 30 ps, and the barostat relaxation time was
set to 800 fs.
Table 3 shows the physical properties of pure liquids. The
densities and heats of evaporation for sarin, soman, and DMMP
are in a reasonable agreement with those reported in ref 22
except for the density of sarin, which turned out to be lower in
our simulations, although there is no general tendency to
the lower densities. The densities of all compounds but DMMP
are somewhat overestimated compared to the experiment. The
diﬀusion coeﬃcients of pure liquids generally follow the
obvious trend: diﬀusion becomes slower as the molecular size
increases. We have to note that a faster diﬀusion was obtained
with the SKCP model compared to the VN model, perhaps
because of a more accurate description of molecular conformations that were ﬁtted to a wider array of ab initio energies and
geometries. It should be noted that DMFP, despite apparent
similarities to DMMP as far as the molecular size and functional
groups are concerned, exhibits a much lower heat of evaporation and a much faster self-diﬀusion. The boiling point
of DMFP is relatively low (99 °C compared to 180 °C for
DMMP), and its saturated vapor pressure is relatively high,
5.9 kPa.40 Similarly to the eﬀect observed in the DMFPDIFP
homologue pair, O-methyl methylphosphonoﬂuoridate, a smaller
homologue of sarin (Figure 1e), has a much higher liquid density.
However, its self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient is only moderately faster
and the heat of evaporation exceeds that of sarin (Table 3).
Unfortunately, we did not ﬁnd any experimental reference

Figure 6. Excess mixing volume (a) and enthalpy (b) for the mixtures
of soman, sarin, O-methyl methylphosphonoﬂuoridate, DMMP, and
DIFP with water. Watersoman and waterDIFP mixtures show
phase separation at water fraction higher than 0.4; therefore the data
for this system are not shown in the ﬁgure.

for O-methyl methylphosphonoﬂuoridate to compare our
calculations with.
Overall, we simulated 42 diﬀerent systems, from pure chemicals to dilute solutions in water. It should be mentioned that
DMMP is miscible with water at ambient conditions, and
the same likely applies to sarin. However, soman and DIFP
are poorly soluble (at 2.1  104 and 1.53  10 4 mg/l at 25 °C,
respectively 39 ), although water has a high solubility in soman,
about 18%,40 and DIFP is likely to behave similarly. Sarin
water, DMMPwater, and O-methyl methylphosphonoﬂuoridatewater solutions were considered in the entire
range of compositions. DIFPwater and somanwater
solutions were only modeled at the compositions corresponding to the uniform liquid according to the experimental data.
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Table 3. Physical Properties of Pure Sarin, Soman, DMMP and DIFP Obtained by Molecular Dynamics Simulations: Density,
Diﬀusion Coeﬃcient, and Enthalpy of Evaporation at 296.2 K
compound
sarin
a

short sarin
DMMP (SKCP)
DMMP (VN)

a

F, g/cm3, MD

F, g/cm3, expt
47

1.129

1.088

1.258
1.156

1.1516

20

1.156

109D, m2/s

ΔHevap, kJ/mol (MD)

ΔHevap, kJ/mol (expt) at 298 K

0.45

48.3

46.947

0.58
0.45

49.3
53.8

52.256,8

b

1.151

6

0.39 (0.5 )

50.2

52.256,8

47

55.2

soman

1.046

1.022

0.34

54.7

DMFP

1.236

1.23248

1.37

37.1

DIFP

1.0714

1.05549

0.31

53.8

b

O-Methyl methylphosphonoﬂuoridate. NMR data from refs 44 and 45 at 293 K.

V. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
From the densities and energies obtained in the MD simulations, we obtained the excess mixing volumes ΔV~ mix and
~ mix. The mixing enthalpies were calculated as
enthalpies ΔH
~ mix ¼ E  EP xP  EP ð1  xP Þ þ pΔV~ mix
ΔH

ð2Þ

They are shown in Figure 6, together with the experimental
results for the waterDMMP solution described in section III.
The molecular model reproduces the experimental data reasonably. The depth of the minimum of DMMP mixing volume
agrees with the experiment well and, in fact, is close to the
literature value for DMSO.29,30 The location of the minima is
shifted to smaller DMMP concentrations, around 33% mol,
which raises a concern that unphysical 1:2 DMMPwater
complexes, which do not exist in reality, may be formed in the
simulation (this issue is discussed below in section VI). Substantial deviations from the experiment are observed at higher
DMMP molar fractions, above 0.5. The reason for this is unclear.
We may speculate that this is related to the molecular structure of
pure DMMP, which is somewhat diﬀerent in experiments and
simulations, but there are no experimental data available on the
~ mix in DMMPwater system
structure. The mixing enthalpy ΔH
follows the trend similar to that of ΔV~ mix: it has a minimum at 33
mol % DMMP, and its magnitude is approximately 2.9 kJ/mol,
~ mix = 2.96 kJ/mol for DMSO. The
which is also close to ΔH
results for two DMMP models applied in this work are similar,
but the VN model20 predicts less hydrophilic solvation and
ΔV~ mix shifted further away from the experimental data (see
Supporting Information), which was expected since the SKCP
model22 assumes a stronger negative charge of the O(dP)
oxygen atom compared to the VN model.
The solutions of both methylphosphonoﬂuoridates behave
similarly to DMMP solutions: the mixing volume and enthalpy
are negative and have a minimum at compositions between 75
and 50 mol % water. Despite a similar charge of the O(dP)
oxygen, the quantitative eﬀect of mixing for sarin is substantially
weaker than that of DMMP: the excess mixing volume for this
system reaches only 0.55 cm3/mol, and the enthalpy of mixing
is above 2 kJ/mol. This may indicate that the size of the
molecule and the overall volume of hydrophobic groups have a
stronger eﬀect on thermodynamic properties than the charge of
the oxygen that serves as the main hydrogen bond acceptor. It is
worth noting that O-methyl methylphosphonoﬂuoridate, a smaller compound with a strong negative charge on the O(dP)
oxygen also shows a very hydrophobic solvation with the excess
mixing volume more negative than that for the DMMP—water
mixture. Negative mixing volume was observed for soman and

Figure 7. Self-diﬀusion coeﬃcients of sarin, soman, DMMP, and DIFP
in aqueous solutions related to the diﬀusion coeﬃcients of pure
chemicals. Filled diamonds show the water self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient in
the aqueous solutions of DMMP.

DIFP. These molecules are generally more hydrophobic, and the
quantitative eﬀect of solvation is generally smaller. The weakest
eﬀect is observed for DIFP, which has the least negative charge at
the O(dP) oxygen.

VI. SELF-DIFFUSION AND ITS DEPENDENCE ON MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
Self-diﬀusion coeﬃcients were obtained from mean square
displacement of the molecule center of mass using the Einstein
relationship.41 Figure 7 shows the diﬀusion coeﬃcients reduced
by the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of pure components (listed in
Table 3). For all four compounds, a characteristic dependence
of the mobility on the composition is observed. Namely, the
agent diﬀusion coeﬃcient decreases sharply as water is added
even in relatively small amounts (15 wt %). This is somewhat
counterintuitive, since water as a solvent with smaller molecules
and faster self-diﬀusion should generally facilitate diﬀusion of the
heavier component. However, at low water concentrations, each
water molecule forms two hydrogen bonds to the molecules of
organophosphorous compounds.42 These formations of one
water molecule attached to two molecules of solute are welldeﬁned, and their lifetime is much longer than the rotation
correlation times of individual molecules. Since they are larger
5206
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Figure 8. PP radial distribution function in DMMPwater and
sarinwater solutions at diﬀerent mixture compositions.

than individual molecules, the diﬀusion in the entire system slows
down. The average numbers of hydrogen bonds donated by a
water molecule to other water and agent molecules showed no
preference to O(dP) oxygens of the agents over the water
oxygens. That is, O(dP) oxygens are about as attractive
as hydrogen bond acceptors as water oxygens. The “ether”
O(POC) oxygens as well as ﬂuorines show much weaker hydrogen
bonding, as expected. This 1:2 ratio results simply from an
abundance of phosphororganic molecules in the solution and
the geometry of water molecule, which has two available protons.
As the number of available hydrogen bond donors increases with
the water concentration, a wider network of hydrogen bonds
is formed, which includes larger organophosphorous molecules and smaller water molecules. The extent of the network
(basically, the number of accepted hydrogen bonds per phosphororganic molecule) and the average molecular size have
opposite eﬀects on the solute mobility. As a result, the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient of sarin and DMMP achieve minima at about 70% wt.
Each water molecule nearly always donates two bonds, independent of the composition, and its self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient monotonically decreases with the water concentration in the solution.
This complex behavior of thermodynamic and kinetic properties may also be related to the locally inhomogeneous structure of
the solutions at higher water concentrations, which results from
strongly polar PdO bond in otherwise rather hydrophobic
molecules of sarin and DMMP. The inhomogeneous structure
of their solutions is demonstrated by the RDFs for the phosphorus atoms of sarin and DMMP shown in Figure 8. The RDF
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peaks basically stay at the same positions as the water content
increases, but the ﬁrst peak becomes relatively higher, which
clearly indicates a certain degree of DMMP and sarin aggregation
in the solution. Such a behavior of RDFs might have indicated an
unphysical liquidliquid phase separation, inhibited by the
periodic boundary conditions in our model system. However,
such separation is extremely unlikely, for the strong negative
mixing volume and high exposure of the O(dP) oxygens to
water indicated by the number of hydrogen bonds. We may
explain this observation by a strongly inhomogeneous, pseudomicelle structure of the solutions: as the water fraction increases,
the hydrophobic groups of the chemicals tend to cluster together,
with the PdO bonds sticking outside into the surrounding water.
This structure is visualized in the snapshots given in Figure 9.
The inhomogeneity in DMMP solution is generally stronger
than that in sarin solution (Figure 9a,b). DMMP and sarin
essentially behave as “microlipids”, though, due to their small
size, these aggregates are not stable and cannot be characterized
as genuine micelles or bilayers. The aggregation eﬀect vanishes in
the dilute solutions, where individual molecules of DMMP and
sarin are surrounded by water, and the mobilities of DMMP and
sarin increase. Similar quasi-aggregation is observed for water in
soman and DIFP. Soman and DIFP are insoluble in water, but
water shows a substantial solubility in either. Water tends to
aggregate into small clusters as its concentration increases before
the liquidliquid phase separation occurs.
In order to check whether the scale of the inhomogeneity in
the system is small enough so that the box size employed in
simulatoions is suﬃcient, we performed NPT MD simulation of
DMMPwater solution at 60 wt % DMMP in a larger box of 61
Å in average. The resulting density showed a very good agreement with F = 1.113 g/cm3 obtained for the smaller system. The
diﬀusion coeﬃcients for both components turned out to be
about 20% higher compared to the smaller system, which is
natural as was shown in ref 43. Finally, the PP and OWOW
RDFs for the two systems were essentially identical (these RDFs
and ﬁnal snapshots are shown in the Supporting Information).
These results make us suggest that the box size of 3540 Å is a
reasonable minimum size required for such systems, and it is
unlikely that simulations with a larger system size would make a
dramatic aﬀect on the results.
Although the inhomogeneous structure in the systems under
consideration is well established, the available RDFs and other
structural characteristics do not rule out possible existence of
quasi-stable complexes formed by one DMMP (or sarin) and two
or three water molecules. We attempted to characterize the
complexation using the hydrogen bond lifetimes. If long-living
1:2 or 1:3 complexes exist in waterDMMP solutions, the
hydrogen bonds donated by water to DMMP should be more
stable compared to waterwater hydrogen bonds. We used the
same geometry criteria for the hydrogen bond: the hydrogen
bond was considered as “established” when two oxygens were
found at the distance less than 3.3 Å with OHO angle exceeding
120°. When the separation between these two oxygens exceeded
3.5 Å and/or the OHO angle became smaller than 100°, the
hydrogen bond was counted as “broken”. All “on-the-ﬂy” hydrogen
bonds that lived less than 2 ps (approximate rotational correlation
time of a water molecule in the bulk at room temperature) were
excluded from the averages. Despite a discretionary deﬁnition, the
comparison of the average hydrogen bond lifetimes obtained this
way should have revealed quasi-stable complexes. Attention was
paid only to O(dP) oxygens of sarin and DMMP, since hydrogen
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Figure 9. Snapshots for DMMP (a) and sarin (b) in water at 30 wt % (P atoms in large spheres). This ﬁgure illustrates the substantial degree of clustering in
the system, as the component, whose concentration is lower (here presented in balls), “lumps together”, which is also shown by RDFs (Figure 8). The strongly
inhomogeneous structure is especially pronounce in DMMP solutions in water (Figure 9a). The “clusters” are shown by white markers.

bonding to the ether oxygens and ﬂuorines was weak and the
average hydrogen bond lifetime did not exceed 3 ps.
In diluted sarinwater solutions, the lifetimes of waterwater
and watersarin hydrogen bonds are practically equal and close to
10 ps. This result indicates no complexes at low sarin concentrations. As sarin molar fraction increases, the hydrogen bond lifetime
for bonds of both types increases monotonically and reaches a
maximum at the same sarin concentration of 70 mol %, which
generally corresponds to a minimum of sarin self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient in this system. Sarinwater hydrogen bond average lifetime
increases faster than that of waterwater hydrogen bond at low
sarin concentrations. At sarin molar fraction 0.091, their ratio is
close to 1.6 (15.09.5 ps) and stays constant within the error
margin for the remaining concentration range. The average lifetimes decline somewhat at high concentrations (from 30 and 45 ps
at 70 mol % sarin to 24 and 40 ps at 92 mol % sarin, for
waterwater and watersarin bonds, correspondingly). It is worth
noting that the hydrogen bond lifetimes depend on the concentration similarly to sarin self-diﬀusion that shows a minimum at 70%
sarin, and unlike water self-diﬀusion that declines monotonically
with sarin molar fraction in the entire concentration range. Thus,
the dynamic analysis of molecular geometry shows no sarin 3 2H2O
or sarin 3 3H2O complex that would be drastically more stable
than individual waterwater hydrogen bonds. The results for
DMMPwater system are similar. The only substantial diﬀerence is that the waterDMMP hydrogen bond lifetimes are
longer than waterwater ones throughout the entire concentration range, including dilute DMMP solutions.

VII. CONCLUSION
On the basis of the simulations with classical united-atom
models, we conclude that DMMP and DIFP mimic the interactions of soman and sarin with water reasonably well. DMMP
semiquantitatively represents a number of important properties
of sarin, such as the excess mixing volume and enthalpy. On the
basis of comparisons between DMMP and sarin, we conclude
that alkylphosphonates of the same molecular size are generally
more hydrophilic than G-agents. Correspondingly, as the size of
attached alkyl groups increase, alkylphosphonates are better
soluble in water than G-agents, which should be taken into
account when the results obtained with simulants are projected
onto G-agents. A stronger tendency of DMMP to inhomogeneity

per se compared to that of sarin (Figures 8 and 9) should not be
considered as a precursor to phase separation. On the other hand,
judging from comparison between DIFP and soman properties,
we may conclude that ﬂuorophosphates are slightly less hydrophilic than corresponding G-agents, and their solubility is likely
lower. Nevertheless, the simulants display the same complex
dependence of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient on the composition.
The inhomogeneous structure of the solution is particularly
interesting with respect to behavior of G-agents and simulants in
polyelectrolyte membranes. Both experiments44,45 and simulations21 independently showed that DMMP tends to concentrate in the ﬂuoroether regions of nanosegregated Naﬁon membranes, forming a layer between the hydrophobic organic and
hydrophilic aqueous subphases. This suggests that such behavior
is intrinsic to agent sorption to polyelectrolytes and it results
from a competition between agentwater interactions and
agentpolymer interactions. This “quasi-segregated” morphology of a waterCWA mixture may be expected in any segregating polyelectrolyte or even in a nonsegregating polyelectrolyte
that has a substantial amount of strongly hydrophobic groups,
such as partially sulfonated polystyrene.
The forceﬁelds employed in this study can be used for
molecular modeling of competitive sorption of agents at ambient
conditions with diﬀerent humidities with the ﬂuidsolid interaction potentials ﬁtted to the adsorption isotherms of individual
components.
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